Virtual event platforms and software allow you to create online event experiences with live or pre-recorded sessions, and can include additional capabilities to interact with speakers, attendees, and sponsors virtually. Below is a list of various platforms and tools separated into categories with hyperlinks to their websites to help you determine the best resources available for your virtual events.

Note, the list below is an overview of some of the different online platforms available. Most of these will require a contract and have associated costs. We recommend reaching out directly to the company to learn more but can provide guidance as necessary.

**Virtual Conference and General Event Platforms**

Virtual conferences and one-time event platforms allow you to turn your in-person events into virtual events and generally allow you to reach broader audiences. Features may include videos, chat, breakout rooms, downloadable content, and pre and post event engagement.

- [Accelevents](#)
- [Socio](#)
- [Swapcard](#)
- [Swoogo](#)
- [Viewstream](#)
- [6Connex](#)

**Virtual Expo Platforms**

Virtual expos simulate physical expos and can allow you to create virtual avatars or virtual participants, have networking areas, speaker sessions and breakouts, and have chat and detail exchange capabilities.

- [Communique](#)
- [Eventtia](#)
- [Hexafair](#)
- [ProExhibits](#)
- [Social27](#)
- [Shindig](#)
- [Teooh](#)

**Video Streaming Platforms**

Video streaming platforms allow you to webcast videos as live streams, they can be used for overflow events (in tandem with live or hybrid events), can give you access to broader audiences, and provide on-demand videos post-event.

- [Digitell](#)
- [ezTalks](#)
- [Facebook Live](#)
- [Inxpo](#)
- [Kaltura](#)
- [LinkedIn Live](#)
Meeting Platforms
Meeting platforms are for live online meetings. They can provide you with all-day interactions, and can include features such as screen sharing, notetaking, chat, while giving you access to remote machine control during your meeting.
- Google Meet
- HP MyRoom
- join me
- Skype
- Zoom

Webinars Platforms
Webinars allow you to webcast content and have multiple presenters at once. Webinars can be used for learning and teaching, and can include registration elements such as reminder emails, interactivity, audience controls such as Q&A, archiving on-demand videos, presenter screen sharing, and reporting and analytics provided for post-event needs.
- Adobe Connect
- ClickMeeting
- Demio
- easywebinar
- Hopin
- Intermedia AnyMeeting
- Jetwebinar
- Webex
- Zoom

Networking Platforms and Services
Networking platforms give users the ability to interact with each other in a variety of different ways such as making connections, having direct interactions, creating individual profiles and groups, scheduling meetings, and they also allow the promotion of post-event communication to stay connected.
- Alignable
- Brella
- CSS Corp
- Grip
- Linkedin
- Marcom Connect
- Remo
- Zenvoy